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It has been nearly five years since we created our new mission, vision, and values and our Annual Report
reflects our refined direction. This Annual Report is one of our many efforts to capture the character and
culture of our organization, to provide data on crime, and communicate about our genuine connections with

As I reflect on 2014, I see that we claim successes in decreased crime, but I also know of the personal stories of
loss and victimization. I recognize efforts through patrol action, tenacious investigations, community
partnerships, and analysis that our members did to reduce crime and foster a greater sense of safety in El Cerrito. Many of the stories
are included in this report and all of this is possible because we hire, retain, and train the right people to serve in the noble profession
of law enforcement.
Events across our nation have caused many to question the morality, intention, and behavior of uniformed police officers. Before many
of the recent tragic events, we have a standard of holding each other and ourselves accountable for the high standards of ethics and
humanity in policing.
For many years, the men and women of the El Cerrito Police Department exceeded mandatory training standards. We embarked on
training in contemporary policing strategies in areas such as Fair and Impartial Policing and
how to reduce violent interactions with mental health consumers. We also fully embrace
the principles of Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving and Police Legitimacy;
others internally and externally with dignity and respect without compromising our
aspiration to reduce crime and arrest offenders.
I hope that you find this report insightful as whom we are, and what we value.
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believing that we are first and foremost guardians of the public we serve and we treat

MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF

our community.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF

Mission
The El Cerrito Police Department is committed to service, safety, and enhancing the public trust through professionalism and leadership

Vision
As a model law enforcement agency, we will continue to foster an environment of collaboration, honesty, and respect with each member of
our community, our department, and our allied agencies. We will represent the highest ideals of public service in carrying out our mission
and living our values. El Cerrito Police Department will be known for its commitment to steadfast compassionate service and vigorous crime
fighting.

Values
Individual Values

Organizational Values
As members of the El Cerrito Police Department we accept responsibility for contributing to the safety and quality of life in our community.
We will meet the challenge of fulfilling our responsibility through our shared values and commitment to:
Honor
We will express with our fellow department members, and the public, that we are genuinely concerned with how we treat each other. To honor and
respect others in the delivery of law enforcement service is the mindset and spirit that enables us to model our values.

Integrity
We will demonstrate our allegiance to the character of sound moral principles as described in the Police Officer’s Code of Ethics coupled with the qualities
of honesty and openness. Our words will match our actions.

Pride
Leadership
We will serve with humility, authenticity, initiative, bearing, and courage at every level of our organization.

Accountability
We consistently improve our individual and organizational performance by enabling a culture of responsibility, openness, and continuous development.
We will take responsibility for our actions and be willing to admit our mistakes.

Commitment
We will reflect our inner strength through our dedication to public service in how we carry out our mission, pursue our vision and exhibit our values.
4
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We will reflect in our actions that every member of our department matters and that how we get the job done is as important as simply
getting the job done.

DEPARTMENT

Each member of the El Cerrito Police Department recognizes that service is the foundation of our value system and ethical behavior is the
cornerstone of public trust. We believe the character of our department is best reflected in the quality of service provided by each of our
members during each community contact. We will demonstrate, through our actions, an uncompromising allegiance to the core principles set
forth in the Police Officer’s Code of Ethics and the standards modeled at every level of our organization. Every El Cerrito Police Department
employee will embrace ideals consistent with our values.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

MISSION, VISION, VALUES
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DEPARTMENT
EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

ORGANIZATION CHART

PART 1 CRIMES

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Homicide

0

0

0

0

0

Forcible Rape

2

3

2

0

3

Robbery

76

60

79

63

43

Agg. Assault

57

43

46

36

31

VIOLENT CRIMES TOTAL

135

106

127

99

77

Burglary

209

231

243

281

158

Larceny ‐ Theft

592

588

637

716

668

Motor Vehicle Theft

150

111

150

122

102
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1

1

1
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PROPERTY CRIMES TOTAL

955

931

1031

1120

938

PART 1 CRIMES TOTAL
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2
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EL CERRITO BY THE NUMBERS

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

CRIME STATISTICS
Part 1 Crimes—5 Year Comparison

154 Stolen Vehicles Recovered

Traffic Stops

2283

Pedestrian Stops

25,276

5727

Calls for Service

Traffic Citations

3893
Reports Taken
ANNUAL REPORT
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7446

13 Stolen Locally, Recovered Locally
68 Stolen Locally, Recovered Outside
56 Stolen Other, Recovered Locally

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

CRIME STATISTICS
2014 Statistical Data

The Administrative Division is under the command of Lieutenant Paul Keith. The Division is responsible for a host of duties that
support the front line policing efforts of the El Cerrito Police Department. The responsibility for record keeping and evidence
storage lies with the Administrative Division. The division is also responsible for updating policies, organizing training, and
maintaining the public safety building and vital police equipment. The division recruits and hires candidates for every division in
the department.

Training
The Department spent a significant amount of time honing and
expanding the skills of the city’s police officers. Overall, officers
spent 4,580 hours training in 81 different topics. The training
included 81 different topics relating to the policing profession. This
training number does not include the five police recruits who
attended the Contra Costa County Law Enforcement Training
Center Basic Academy, during the year.

2014 was a challenging year for the Administrative Division. The agency
saw the departure of a number of employees, during the course of the
year. The Police Department replaced two Records Specialists, two cadets,
hired three Community Service Officers, replaced eight Police Officers and
hired a new Reserve Police Officer. These hiring challenges were
complicated by the growth of the extended El Cerrito Police Family. Eight
police department employees welcomed new additions to their families.
Officers worked hard to fill shifts vacated by departing employees and
officers on leave due to childbirths.

Fair and Impartial Policing – In March, The department undertook
an agency wide initiative to train all officers in Fair and Impartial
Policing. This course, developed by Dr. Lorie Fridell, introduces
students to a new way of thinking about biased policing. The course
is based on the science of bias. It helps make officers aware of their
unconscious bias and helps develop controlled responses to
counteract them. More information about the course can be found
at fairandimpartialpolicing.com.

P.O.S.T. requirements and all officers met the minimum standard set
by the state.

Commission on P.O.S.T. Perishable Skills Training – Every two
years, regulations from the Commission on P.O.S.T. require that
police officers minimally complete the following: 4 hours of
firearms training, 4 hours of arrest and control training, 2 hours of
communication training, 4 hours of driver training, and 10 hours of
training in any other approved category. At the conclusion of the
two year cycle, the Commission on P.O.S.T. audits agencies for
compliance with these basic requirements. During the training cycle
that ended on December 31, 2014, El Cerrito Officers exceeded the

Crisis Intervention Team – The department laid the groundwork for
the deployment of a Crisis Intervention Team, in 2014. Crisis
Intervention Teams work closely with regional mental health
organizations to help connect mental health consumers with
resources. The teams also monitor mental health committals and
follow up with consumers to help reduce the occurrence of future
crises. Members attended an annual Conference, hosted by Crisis
Intervention Team International. For more information about these
teams, visit citinternational.org.

Canine Training – The El Cerrito Police Department added a new
canine officer in 2014. Denzel, the German Sheppard, hit the street
with Corporal Michael Hernandez in the Spring. The intensive
training, to prepare the team for narcotics enforcement, searching
and protection, took 12 weeks to complete.

ANNUAL REPORT
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

Hiring

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

Training day with the 870th Military Police Company

On February 28, 2014, the Soldiers of the 870th MP Company, based in Pittsburg, California, and officers from the El Cerrito Police Department spent
the day training together. Training included learning how to respond to a robbery‐in‐progress alarm, high risk pedestrian stop, pedestrian encounter,
building alarm, traffic stop and high risk vehicle stop. This partnership enhances the operational capabilities of the El Cerrito Police Department and
the National Guard, ahead of natural disasters and geographical emergency response.
Soldiers partnered into teams, tactically handled artificial pistols and rifles, and rotated to six scenarios within a large parking lot throughout the day.
Each scenario involved at least one suspect or acting civilian. Official El Cerrito Police Department patrol vehicles surrounded the lot, in which Soldiers
were allowed to sit in the front seats, activate the flashing blue‐and‐red police lights, tactically dismount, issue commands to suspects and apply search
and arrest procedures.

The training event was an avenue for improving collaboration and inter‐operability between military soldierds and civilian police officers. In addition to
learning tactical skills in civilian law enforcement, 870th MP Company Soldiers learned that policing is not just about busting down doors, storming into
buildings and arresting perpetrators. Policing is also about maintaining positive relations with the public, as a service‐based organization. Soldiers
learned lessons on how to improve communication skills by practicing social diplomacy, tact and professionalism through role‐playing during the
various police response scenarios.
9
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After each scenario, El Cerrito police instructors critiqued each team’s response and demonstrated methods for improvement. Special emphasis was
placed on following proper safety procedures, such as how to avoid fratricide while maneuvering tactically to “clear” an area. It was the kind of raw,
adrenalin‐pumping police training that 870th MPs eagerly look forward to.

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

TRAINING CONTINUED...

The safeguarding of evidence is the highest responsibility for
the Property and Evidence unit. The unit must ensure
evidence is stored in a manner that does not allow the
evidence to degrade. The unit is responsible for making sure
that evidence, of all types, can be presented in court to
support criminal prosecutions.

The Records Bureau work as a team to provide public assistance at the front counter,
providing public information, performing live scan requests, signing off correctable citations
and various other tasks to assist the public.
In 2014, the Records staff entered 3,896 reports into the records management system (RMS).
Much of the statistical data entered by the Records staff is required by the FBI, Department
of Justice (DOJ), National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and other law enforcement
entities.
The Records staff also provides assistance to the Detective Bureau, preparing booking
packages to include copies of reports, printouts of sensitive and confidential information, to
be provided to the District Attorney’s office.
The Records staff assists Patrol Officers during the booking process itself, providing
information by searching the various automated systems, including warrants, criminal
history, stolen vehicles, missing persons and several other automated law enforcement
systems. They perform matron duties, monitoring the prisoner cells and occasionally
performing searches of the prisoners themselves.

In 2014, the Property
and Evidence unit
took in 3,068 pieces
of
property
and
evidence.

PROPERTY AND EVIDENCE PROCESSED ‐ 2014

Firearms
Narcotics
Bicycles
10

Total = 3,068

Evidence

Safekeeping

Found

To be
destroyed

9
237
0

11
1
44

1
1
13

3
43
0
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BOOKED ITEMS

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

The Administrative Division is responsible for the
safekeeping and management of property and evidence.
Property arrives in the Police Department in several ways.
Citizens locate property, belonging to another, and turn it
over to the Police Department to locate the owner of the
property. Suspects are occasionally arrested while in
possession of more property than they can take to county
jail. Officers will book this property into safekeeping at the
agency. The department does not hold these items
indefinitely. Periodically, the police department auctions off
or donates unclaimed property.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

PROPERTY & EVIDENCE & RECORDS BUREAU

The Special Operations Division is under the command of Lieutenant Robert De La Campa. The Special Operations Division
Contains the Investigative, Traffic Enforcement, School Resource Officers (SROs), and Special Events Sections of the Police
Department, as well as volunteer programs. Members of this Division are responsible for responding to and examining major
crime scenes, conducting criminal investigations, providing liaison services to community groups as well conducting proactive
investigations into events or circumstances that could negatively impact the safety of our community.

School Resource Officers
The SRO program continued to foster a trusting relationship between the
students, staff, parents and law enforcement. While serving a population
of over 1,800 students from throughout the region, our SRO’s continued
to maintain safety on the campuses of El Cerrito High School and Fred T.
Korematsu Middle School.
The SRO at the middle school did such a good job of balancing the needs
of everyone at the school and simultaneously doing great police work,
that he was the ECPD Officer of the Year in 2014.

Reserve Officers
The El Cerrito Police Department’s Reserve Officer program has a long history of
service to the City of El Cerrito. Reserve Police Officers are volunteers who
depending on their training levels, either ride with full time Officers or work alone.

In 2014 Reserve Officers donated 704 hours of service to the community. During
2014, we hired three new Reserve Officers. One retired after 30 years of service.
Another resigned to become a full‐time Officer at another agency.
11
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Reserve Police Officers assist in a variety of capacities in addition to patrol duties.
They take prisoners to the county jail, provide scene security at major crime scenes,
patrol on bicycles, and assisted the SRO’s with events at the schools.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

The Special Operations Division conducts a majority of the Department’s community outreach efforts through events such as
Crime Prevention and Neighborhood Watch meetings, National Night Out, Tri‐City Safety Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Parade,
ECHS Homecoming Parade, Little League Baseball Parade and fundraisers for the Special Olympics. The Division also oversees
the training and deployment of the Department’s representatives to the County Mutual Aid Mobile Field Force,
Richmond‐El Cerrito Crisis Response Team (CRT‐SWAT) Evidence Technicians, and Crisis Negotiation Team, as well as volunteer
programs including Reserve Officers, El Cerrito Citizens Academy, and the Volunteer in Police Service Program.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

2012

2013

2014

Total Citations Issued

4807

4658

6194

5729

Excess Speed Citations

305

293

1130

1355

DUI Arrests

186

182

225

146

DUI Accidents

12

11

5

1

Accident Reports Written

399

364

400

374

Fatal/Injury Accidents

45

40

38

39
12
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

The mission of the Traffic Safety Unit is to
Car Seats were installed by ECPD, EC Fire
gain voluntary compliance with the
Department and CHP Installers. Through‐
California Vehicle Code to increase safety
out 2014, the Traffic Unit did 27 Car Seat
for the motoring and pedestrian public. The
Installations.
Traffic Unit used our portable stationary
April marks the California wide Distracted
radar device to gather data about
Driving Awareness campaign.
speed trends throughout the year.
El Cerrito Police Department Joins Crackdown on Texting
Talking on a cell phone and
and Handheld Cell Use Behind the Wheel
That data was shared among all
texting while driving, dangerously
personnel for the purpose of data
diverts attention away from a
driven decisions about where to do
driver. The diverted attention increases
enforcement.
perception and reaction time, which can
Our Radar Trailer was deployed nearly
lead to collision. During this campaign,
every day of the year based on requests
Officers issued 614 citations for distracted
from residents who wanted it in their
driving.
neighborhoods. This high visibility deterrent
reduced speed related complaints from
The Traffic Unit strongly abides with the
residents.
Three E’s of Traffic; Engineering,
Enforcement, Education.
In October, the Traffic Unit hosted a Child
Seat Installation event. During 4‐hours, 36

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

TRAFFIC UNIT

In 2014 the Detective Unit investigated high profile cases of violence against elderly victims. Two of them received extensive media attention. In
June, there was a violent car‐jacking of an elderly female. She was beaten severely by a car thief. Surveillance footage of the crime lead to attention
not only from the media, but from other law enforcement agencies.

In September, local residents were the victims of a residential burglary/robbery (Home Invasion) during which they were beaten by two suspects.
Again, local media and other agencies became involved. ECPD Evidence Technicians processed the Crime Scene and got assistance from the Contra
Costa County Sheriffs Crime Lab.
The ECPD Detective Unit worked the case to the full extent of the law and again with assistance of the USMS Oakland Office, made two arrests. By
use of diligence, attentiveness and extensive training, our Detective Unit held violent criminals accountable. They demonstrated commitment to
the Mission and Values of the ECPD and the community. Detective Albrandt earned the Chief Special Agent’s Award for his investigative excellence
based on the June case. Two of our Crime Scene Investigators received Distinguished Service Awards for their outstanding work which lead directly
to the identification of the suspects in the Home Invasion.
Later in 2014 the ECPD was able to reestablish its decade’s long relationship with the regional Narcotics Enforcement Team by again assigning a full
time Detective to the regional unit. The West County NET is tasked with investigating drug trafficking, manufacturing, violent crime trends and gang
activities which routinely traverse the multitude of law enforcement jurisdictions in the region.

5000
4000
3000

1000
0
2010

2011

Total Department Cases

2012

2013

2014

Cases Assigned to Detectives
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIT

SRO Albrandt was working as a Detective while the school was on summer break. This was his first case of the week. He worked the case tirelessly.
Deputies from the US Marshals Service saw the news broadcast, and then called the ECPD to offer assistance. After extensive investigation by our
Detectives and by the USMS, the suspect was arrested in Oakland and the victim’s car was recovered.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

INVESTIGATIONS

Explorers
The ECPD offers youths the opportunity for young people between the ages of 14‐21 to be
Police Explorers. Explorers attend training meetings and go through a one week academy to
learn about law enforcement and to find out if it may be the right career for them.

The Explorers also participated in a competition at the CHP Academy, earning trophies for
their abilities. They went on ride alongs with patrol officers and staffed all special events with
the ECPD in 2014.
As part of their development, it should be noted that one Explorer became a paid ECPD Cadet.
Another became a Community Service Officer and Two former Explorers became ECPD Police Officers in 2014.
In total, the Explorers donated 1,906 hours of service and training to the ECPD and the community in 2014.

Volunteers (VIPS)
The Volunteers in Police Service Program began in 2013. We now have 6
Volunteers, most of whom are graduates of our Citizens Police Academy. Our
Volunteers help at all Public Outreach events, such as National Night Out, Relay
for Life, Tri City Safety Day, MLK Parade, and many others.
Volunteers helped the PD with logistics during training days and with the Citizens
Academy.

14
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During 2014 they donated 484 hours to service to the Community and Police
Department. One of the Volunteers dedicated himself to service and attended a
police academy on his own time. He then became an ECPD Reserve Officer.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIT

In 2014 we conducted our Explorer Academy in June. The students learned about Police
Procedures, Physical Training, Firearm Safety, Defensive Tactics, K9’s and Driving Simulators.
Two of our Explorers received recognition for having completed the Law Enforcement
Physical Fitness Proficiency Award.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

VIPS, EXPLORERS

Mobile Field Force
The El Cerrito Police Department has officers assigned to the Mutual Aid Mobile Field Force unit, which handles unusual events in El Cerrito and
assists with the regional response to incidents with allied agencies. This commitment involves a basic MFF academy and quarterly training.

SWAT

Crisis/Hostage Negotiation
Team

The ECPD has an agreement to
assign personnel to the Rich‐
mond PD SWAT Team. After
basic training; ECPD assigns
personnel to train with the
RPD team on a monthly basis.
ECPD SWAT personnel re‐
spond to emergencies with
the RPD team as needed. In
the event of a need for a
SWAT team in El Cerrito, the
RPD team will assist.
The SWAT assignment re‐
quires extensive training in
physical skills, weaponry, and
team operations. The testing
process to be assigned to the
team is excruciating.
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The ECPD Crisis Negotiation
Team consists of a Sergeant
and Officers specially trained
to deal with emergencies ex‐
ceeding the abilities of a patrol
team. Our Team members also
train regularly with the Rich‐
mond PD and can respond
jointly to deployments with
the RPD team. This is mutually
beneficial for gaining training,
experience and extra person‐
nel when needed.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNIT

The Mutual Aid Mobile Field Force is managed by the Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Office. The ECPD assigns a Sergeant and Officers to the MAMFF.
The MAMFF is composed of personnel from every agency in Contra Costa County and they can respond to disasters, civil disturbances and other
requests for Mutual Aid. The basis for the system is the California Disaster and Civil Defense Master Mutual Aid Agreement, as provided in the
California Emergency Services Act Government Code §8550.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

TACTICAL TEAMS

The Field Operations division is under the command of Lieutenant Stephen Bonini. Members of this Division are our front line
uniformed personnel responsible for responding to calls for service, documentation, and preliminary investigation of incidents.
Patrol Officers provide the first level of traffic safety as well as addressing community “quality of life” issues. These officers re‐
spond to emergencies, both large and small. Patrol officers are among the first to arrive at traffic collisions, medical crises, and
crimes in progress.

∙ Officers took possession of 22 firearms

Field Training Officers
Patrol officers also act as Field Training Officers, providing new officers with the skills
and knowledge to become successful. The skills provided build upon what was
learned in the twenty six week police academy, and provide the new officer with de‐
partmental specific policies and procedures. Eleven new employees began work in
2014, with five of those in the Field Operations Division as new police officers. These
new employees are in addition to the training officers working with reserve police
officers as training officers. Each new officer required a field training officer for a pe‐
riod of 17 weeks. The Filed Training Officer cadre delivered over 4,131 hours of field
training to new officers.

‐ 4 turned in for destruction
‐ 10 retained for safekeeping
‐ 6 recovered during police officer
contacts
∙ Took 154 stolen vehicle reports

‐ 69 vehicles were recovered by EC
Officers
‐ 98 vehicles were reported stolen to
ECPD

Community Services Officers

16
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This year marked a change in our readiness capability with the restructuring
of parking enforcement officers to Community Services Officers. The job
functions of a Community Service Officer are more extensive than a parking
enforcement position. CSO Sarah Perez was the Department’s first commu‐
nity services officer, beginning work in March. CSO Perez handles calls for
service such as parking complaints, stolen vehicles, petty thefts, vacation
home checks, and is our homeless outreach liaison. Additionally, the com‐
munity services officer supports front line law enforcement; those officers
on the street, by directing traffic at collision scenes and fills in where
needed. Currently the patrol division is enhanced by one full time and two
part time Community Service Officers.

FIELD OPERATIONS UNIT

2014 Statistical Summary

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

FIELD OPERATIONS

2014 was a great year for the K‐9 program as we increased our response capability with an additional
dog handler, Corporal Michael Hernandez and his K‐9 partner Denzel. The addition of this police dog
was a result of the El Cerrito Police Department’s readiness and recognition of the need for a second
dog, and the community’s generous donations through the K‐9 fundraising crab feed. The second dog
was truly a collaborative effort between the citizens of El Cerrito and the Police Department.

Officer Del Prado and K‐9 Koda, along with Cpl. Hernandez and K‐9 Denzel, have assisted surrounding
agencies with help locating suspects. The K‐9 teams are a force multiplier and are deployed in some
instances where the safety of officers might be in question. Officer Del Prado and K‐9 Koda went to
the scene in a nearby city where a suspect was hiding following a residential burglary. The suspect
heard the dog and the advanced warning from Officer Del Prado that a K‐9 would be used and it
could result in a bite. The suspect gave up and was taken into custody
without injury.

17
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In May officers were sent to a burglary in progress call when Cpl. Her‐
nandez and K‐9 Denzel were on‐duty. Denzel found the hiding suspect
under a vehicle and because Denzel was barking, the suspect gave up.
In addition to their patrol functions, the K‐9 teams from the El Cerrito
Police Department also spent 889 hours in training, and attended 9
community events such as the July 4th World One
Festival, Tri‐City
Safety Day, and numerous school presentations throughout the City.
As a result of our K‐9 teams our officers are safer, our responses are
faster to emerging threats, and our
readiness has been enhanced.

FIELD OPERATIONS UNIT

Corporal Hernandez and Denzel began their partnership in January of 2014 and in February they
began the first part of their ten week training course to become our 2nd K‐9 team. Cpl. Hernandez
and Denzel completed 5 weeks of patrol readiness training and began their first shift on March 14th.
The pair received a perfect score in the final test of their skills during training. By the end of June, Cpl.
Hernandez and Denzel had completed the second five weeks of their training, and successfully
completed the narcotic detection course. Both K‐9 Teams are fully certified to search for suspects,
protect their handler, and search for narcotics and stimulants.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

K9 PROGRAM

Coffee with a Cop is a nationwide program wherein citizens can meet with
an officer in a setting which is more social and invites explorative
conversation. The design is to have citizens walk up to a police officer, and
over coffee, express any concerns or ask any questions. Often times the
interaction between a police officer and a citizen can be stressful; most
citizens only encounter a law enforcement officer when they are the victim
of a crime or receiving a traffic citation.

The Department hosted 14 Coffee with Cops events and two additional
events were held at the EC Farmer’s Market, where officers mingled and
socialized with the crowd and answered questions in a format similar to
Coffee with Cops, but without the coffee. Coffee with Cops events were held
at various locations to include local Starbucks, Peet’s, Barnes and Noble, Off
the Grid, and Well Grounded. The program was a huge success for the year
and meets the City Council’s organizational values of transparency in

communication,

Coffee with a Cop is truly
a community policing
endeavor, where the
officers get into the local
businesses and want to
hear what our citizens
have
to
say.
The
El Cerrito Police Depart‐
ment is committed to
providing quality service
through professionalism
and leadership, and
engaging our community
in creative ways to solve
quality of life issues and
enhancing the perception

and
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responsiveness,

FIELD OPERATIONS UNIT

Coffee with a Cop seeks to dissolve the stress associated with talking to
police officers and gives residents a chance to talk about their concerns, their
neighborhood, and anything on their minds. The setting is informal and
increases the trust in police officers and citizens, which is the foundation to
building partnerships and engaging in community problem solving.

government, open
inclusiveness.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

COFFEE WITH A COP

Homeless Outreach
El Cerrito can become impacted by the happenings in our
surrounding cities, as has been the case with homelessness.

Impact Inspections: Three separate IMPACT inspection operations were
conducted and during the operations, 11 different off sale licensed business
were inspected for compliance with ABC regulations and laws.
Shoulder Tap Operations: One shoulder tap operation was conducted at two
local businesses. Ten total contacts were made by the decoy with nine
refusals. The subject who sold alcohol to the decoy was arrested, interviewed,
and cited at the scene.
Licensee Training: On April 17th 2014, responsible beverage service training
was provided to business owners, licensees, employees, clerks and bartenders
at the Richmond Civic Center Auditorium. The training was designed to
educate persons involved in the sales and service of alcoholic beverages.
Statistical Results: The impact that the ABC grant had on the department
reached beyond what the special operations produced. The training received
by the officers during briefing and during the operations led to a significant
increase in the enforcement of alcohol related offenses while on patrol.
During the fiscal year 2012‐2013, officers issued 26 total citations for these
alcohol related offenses. In contrast, during the fiscal year 2013‐2014 when
the grant was in effect officers issued 152 total citations. This dramatic
increase had a profound effect on some of the community issues related to
intoxicated subjects, loitering, trash, and crime suppression.
19
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Community Services
Officer Sarah Perez
and Corporal Gil
Tang head the pro‐
gram. CSO Perez is
the
departmental
homeless
liaison
with
neighboring
cities and the 211
Bay Area organiza‐
tion. 211 is a service
of the Contra Costa County Crisis Center, and can assist people with
finding shelter and many other needs a homeless citizen might re‐
quire. Through the efforts of Cpl. Tang and CSO Perez, police em‐
ployees went out to speak with homeless people in El Cerrito. Their
idea was to provide the homeless citizens with agencies, depart‐
ments, and centers which could provide help. Anka Behavioral Cen‐
ter in San Pablo, was a great addition to the Contra Costa County
health network. Addressing homelessness will take a broad, 360
degree approach and cannot be solved through/by law enforcement
alone. A true partnership with other cities, services, and Contra
Costa County resources is needed. The homeless outreach began in
the second half of 2014 and will become a sustainable effort in 2015.

Minor Decoy Operations: Six minor decoy operations were conducted ‐ 24
different off sale licensed businesses were tested for compliance and four
businesses sold alcohol during these operations.

FIELD OPERATIONS UNIT

A neighboring city closed a long standing homeless encampment,
pushing some homeless citizens into El Cerrito. As a result, patrol
officers began developing ways to deal with the influx and devised a
homeless outreach program. The program consists of officers trained
in Crisis Intervention and a partnership with the Anka Behavioral
Center in San Pablo. The Anka Center offers homeless citizens hot
showers, laundry services, meals, phones, and will act as a post
office to collect and
distribute mail.

Alcohol Beverage Control Grant
In July 2013, the El Cerrito Police Department partnered with the Richmond
Police Department in a grant funded by the Bureau of Alcohol Beverage
Control. The grant was focused on bringing awareness and compliance of the
law with ABC licensed businesses within the city of El Cerrito as it relates to
the purchase and consumption of alcohol. In addition, the department also
wanted to have an impact on the community as it related to driving under the
influence arrests and from minors purchasing, possessing, receiving, and
consuming alcohol. The department set out to achieve its goals by providing
education to ABC licensed businesses and through special enforcement
operations. The duration of the grant was for one year from July 2013 to June
2014.

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

FIELD OPS CON’T...

Sgt. Shawn Maples and Lt. Steve Bonini created and organize a Special Olympics fundraising event called Bike the Bridges. This event was created in
2009 and stemmed from a competition between local police agencies riding police mountain bikes. Through the collaboration with neighboring police
departments, the Bike the Bridges event was created. The ride takes participants across the Carquinez and Benicia Bridges, as well as a scenic overlook
to the Carquinez Straight. To date this single event has raised over $320,000 for Northern California Special Olympics.
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The El Cerrito Police Department has been involved with Northern California Special Olympics for over 18 years. The department hosts Tip‐A‐Cop
events, where El Cerrito Police officers act as your waiters and waitresses for the evening. Diners give an extra tip to the Special Olympics program,
where the money is used to send intellectually disable athletes to sporting events throughout California and to the Summer/Winter games every year.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
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ECPD IN THE COMMUNITY
EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

IN THE COMMUNITY

Professional Staff of the Year
Records Supervisor Alicia Ramos‐Banales

Explorer of the Year
Sabina Tuleja

Reserve Officer of the Year

Volunteer of the Year

Officer Bailey Thepkaysone

Howard Hickman

Lincoln Linsmith

Distinguished Service Award
Recognition for dedication and com‐
mitment to the El Cerrito Police Depart‐
ment and the Community

10851 Award
Recognizes Officers superior efforts in
the recovery of stolen vehicles and ap‐
prehension of vehicle thieves

Avoid the 25 Mother’s Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) Award
Awards an Officer for their DUI statistics
during the year

Corporal Donovan Brosas
Corporal Gilbert Tang

Officer Joshua DelPrado

Officer Saul Aguilar
Officer Russell Taylor

ANNUAL REPORT
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Albany‐El Cerrito Exchange Club
Officer of the Year
Honoring Law Enforcement Officers of
the Year

EL CERRITO POLICE DEPARTMENT

AWARDS / RECOGNITION

Special thanks to everyone who helped
contribute to creating our 2013 Annual Report

For more information about the El Cerrito Police Department
and the material in this report, please contact:
El Cerrito Police Department, Office of the Chief, (510) 215‐4400

Stay Connected!
Follow us on Twitter!
@elcerritopd

Check us out in the
iTunes and Google Play
Stores.
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Go to www.nixle.come and
sign up to receive trusted
alerts from El Cerrito Police

